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Your advantages
✔ Time saving thanks to sanding close to the edge
    Faster in the edge area. The need for subsequent edge  
    sanding is significantly reduced.
 
✔ Direction-free coarse sanding
    Sanding entirely independent of the laying direction.

✔ Low physical strain during coarse sanding
    The ergonomic design of the TRIO makes it extremely  
    easy to handle.

✔ Coarse sanding and levelling without the use of sand- 
    ing discs or belts      
    Cost savings due to reduced use and change of abrasi- 
    ves.

✔ A single machine for coarse and fine sanding
    Depending on local conditions, no additional machine  
    may be required.

✔ Extremely long service life of the diamond segments
    Rapid amortisation of the purchase after acquisition.



Technical data

Diamond sanding disc set
Description:  3 TRIO diamond sanding discs with case
Item number:  900.99.11.100

Diamond sanding disc
Description:  aluminium disc Ø 200mm, fitted with diamond 
   segments
Equipment:  3 diamond segments per sanding disc
   (scope of delivery)
Item number:  900.02.90.100 

Diamond segments
Description:  base disc with round diamond  
   sanding element (Ø 30mm)
Grit size:   40/50

Item number:  900.02.91.100
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Areas of application
✔ Removal of hard lacquer coatings (e.g. industrial, PU, UV lacquers)
✔ Removal of old paint and oil layers, adhesive and carpet backing  
    residues
✔ Levelling of wooden floors

Instructions for use – IMPORTANT!
✔ Can be used with or without additional weight, depending on  
    the desired aggressiveness.
✔ Metal in the surface to be treated must be removed in ad-   
    vance (e.g. countersink nails).
✔ Use only on wooden surfaces. 
✔ After using the diamond sanding discs, it is recommended 
    to continue sanding with the TRIO, fitted with 60 grit Velcro  
    sanding discs.
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